Mode partition noise mitigation for VCSEL-MMF links by using wavefront shaping technique.
In this paper, we propose a new method to mitigate the mode partition noise (MPN) in VCSEL-MMF based links by using wavefront shaping technique. The noise characteristic of the VCSEL-MMF links is theoretically studied and the impacts of coupling coefficients between VCSEL and MMF on the MPN and the system performance are investigated via simulation and experiment. The simulation results show that for 25-Gb/s OOK signal after 300-m MMF transmission, five orders of magnitude improvement of BER can be observed and the standard deviation of the received signal, which is the characterization of the MPN, is reduced for about an order when wavefront shaping is applied. With the help of wavefront shaping, we show that the DSP complexity has been profoundly reduced in order to achieve reliable 56-Gb/s and 112-Gb/s PAM-4 transmission by simulation. We perform experiment for 25-Gb/s OOK signal transmission over 300-m OM3 MMF with the launching optical power of -4 dBm to the fiber. About 1-dB power penalty improvement has been achieved at 7% FEC threshold after 300-m MMF transmission and the noise in the eye diagram is mitigated. The results of our simulation and experiment show the effectiveness of wavefront shaping to mitigate the MPN, therefore reduce the DSP complexity and improve transmission performance for the VCSEL and MMF based high speed short reach optical interconnects.